
Training opportunities at

#EGI2023

Discover the training opportunities at

#EGI2023! On Monday and Friday, you

Discover the conference

programme

You can now access the full schedule for

#EGI2023. Check all the sessions and

April 2023 View in browser

Top news from the EGI Community

Register today!

We have extended the early bird period! Make the most of the discounted rate and

secure your attendance at #EGI2023.

Register here
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can follow training on a variety of topics.

Travelling with colleagues? Don't forget

to check out the group discount! And

make sure to check out the FitSM

Training - it's possible to get certi�ed on-

site!

tracks, and select your favourite ones to

save on Whova. In addition to the social

events already listed, some free

activities in Poznań will also be

available very soon! 

2023: a year of success for

computing and science

2023 is a year of celebrations for

international research communities and

the hundreds of data centres

participating in the EGI

Federation. Explore the rich history of

EGI!

New success stories from the

community now available

We regularly update the success stories

on the EGI website to showcase how

various communities can overcome their

challenges with the help of EGI's services

and solutions. Take a look at the latest

additions!

Marine Biology research

welcomes the ANERIS project

The ANERIS project has recently been

TANGO project is at the forefront

of innovation

Learn about the e�orts of TANGO to

Reading corner

Supporting Science

Project updates
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launched with the aim of advancing

research in marine and coastal

ecosystems through technological,

scienti�c, and methodological

innovations in marine life-sensing and

monitoring.

combat climate change and

environmental degradation through the

implementation of a reliable, citizen-

focused, and secure data-sharing

process. Discover how EGI is

contributing to the development of the

TANGO platform.

TNC23: Joint EGI-GÉANT

Workshop on eHealth

09/06/2023 in Tirana

If you're at TNC, don't miss this

workshop on the ongoing activities

around eHealth and the European

Health Data Space initiative.

Data Week 2023

13-15/06/2023 in Luleå

Registration is now open for Data Week

2023, a joint event of BDVA and EUH4D

co-organised with RISE Sweden. Check

the agenda and reserve your seat today.

Events

EGI Foundation

Science Park 140, Amsterdam

Netherlands

Subscribe to the EGI shared calendars: 

EGI events organised by the EGI Foundation

and by EGI members

External events, but relevant events for the

EGI community

And drop us an email with your newsletter idea!
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